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NEWS 

Brave 
new world 
T H I S  E D I T I O N  O F  Risk Consulting Journal is 
very much about the new world. Cyber risk, new 
battery technology and the use of drones are all 
part of this magazine. 

First things first: Managing cyber risk is a key pri
ority area for If, because it is important for our cus
tomers. We are therefore increasing our expertise in 
this area, in line with increasing demand. Vulnera
ble companies exposed to data crime are just a part 
of this complex field, which you can read about in 
our in-depth article in this publication. 

It’s the American market that leads the way in 
the purchase of cyber insurance policies. On a 
global scale, the market is now worth around USD 
3 billion, with an estimated growth to USD 14 bil
lion in 2022 – measured in insurance premiums. 
The main reason for this is that policies for various 
types of data crime will spread to Europe and other 
parts of the world, as shown in a report from Al
lied Market Research. 

Knowledge of various risks is a key factor in eve
rything we do here at If. This is also highly appli
cable to battery technology. Battery fires in con
sumer electronics and electric cars, for example, 
show that we must take this risk seriously. We be
lieve that battery technology will become increas
ingly important, not least in the transport sector. 

Something completely dependent on batteries 
are drones. If has a dedicated drone group that has 
started to utilise this exciting technology with its 
customers. Recently, we visited a customer to cre
ate a 3D map with a drone. The process is very 
cost-effective and the map can be used to prevent 
damage resulting from heavy rainfall. 

And while we are on the subject of climate-relat
ed damage: At the point of writing, the Irma and 
Harvey hurricanes have finished wreaking their 
havoc. If insures companies all over the world and 
several of our customers have been affected. When 
such a major event occurs, it is a timely reminder  
to frequently review the company's 
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 s Harris County 
Constables from 
Precinct 5 float a 
boat searching for 
residents in need 
of evacuating from 
flooding caused by 
Hurricane Harvey  
in Houston, TX. 

Lack of flood insurance
 

insurance policies, not least to en
sure that values have been updated 
and the company is properly  
insured. Time after time we see 
companies receiving an unpleasant 
surprise after major incidents. 
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T H E  L O N G - T E R M  D A M A G E  from the cat
astrophic flooding engulfing the US’s Gulf 
Coast is expected to cost companies, small 
businesses, and homeowners as much as 
$100 billion, according to Imperial Capi
tal. While big corporations will probably  
survive the hit, many individual home
owners in Houston could be forced into 
debt or bankruptcy because they don’t 

Increased cost for 
Italian earthquake 
The Mw 6.0 earthquake which im
pacted Central Italy on 24 August 
2016 will now cost the insurance  
industry €108 million, much higher 
than the €66 million originally sug
gested, according to PERILS, the  
catastrophe insurance data firm and 
reported by Intelligent Insurer. In 
the final loss report, the market loss 
data are available by CRESTA zone 
and property line of business. The 
Italian Civil Protection Agency es
timates the total economic losses 
from the event at €7.1 billion. 

No need for new 
liability rules for
new technologies 
In its responses to the European 
Commission consultation on the  
European Data Economy and the re
view of the Product Liability Direc
tive (PLD), Insurance Europe said 
there is no need to amend current  
liability regimes or create specific  
liability rules for new technologies. 
This is because there are systems al
ready in place that protect consum
ers against the potential negative 
impact of emerging technologies. For 
example, the combination of specific 
liability regimes, such as the PLD, 
and general civil liability regimes al
ready work efficiently in practice for 
emerging technologies. Specifically,  
the PLD, which provides a compre
hensive, extra-contractual and  
no-fault liability regime that pro
tects the consumer even in cases  
of new technological developments, 
is fit for purpose and does not re
quire amendment at this time. 

Grenfell inquiry head
pledges to get at truth
behind cause of fire 
The retired judge leading the Gren
fell Tower inquiry has promised “to 
get at the truth” of what caused the 
inferno that killed at least 80 people, 
says Guardian. Sir Martin Moore-
Bick said the fire on 14 June was 
“a tragedy unprecedented in mod
ern times” and he hoped the inquiry 
would eventually provide “a small 
measure of solace” for victims’ fami

have flood insurance. That’s despite the 
fact that scientists have been warning for 
years that unchecked development and cli
mate change could cause severe flooding 
in Houston. As of August 2016, just 15% 
of the 1.6 million homes in Harris County, 
where Houston is located, had flood insur
ance, according to data from the Insurance 

lies. The hearings would provide an
swers to “the pressing questions of 
how a disaster of this kind could oc
cur in 21st-century London”. An in
terim report on the first phase of the 
inquiry – into the immediate events 
of the fire – is due to be published 
by next Easter. Evidence-taking ses
sions may not start before the end  

Information Institute. ■ of the year. 
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Coop wants to be challenged 
on threats and risks 

“Both Coop and I 
personally place 
great emphasis on 
the attitude of those 
people with whom 
we’re going to work 
together,” says 
Ulrik Mester, Chief 
Risk Officer i Coop. 

fundamental that the technology has to 
work, so that staff can order the products 
they need to have on the shelves. So there 
are strict demands on the IT system that 
supports that part with regard to opening 
hours, data volumes and data processing, 
so that in-store staff can enter data into 
the cash tills and get a receipt out.” 

One constant consideration in Ulrik 
Mester’s job is whether the current setup 
is safe enough. He considers fire to be 
one of the worst kinds of damage, and a 
lot of emphasis is placed on minimising 
risks and having guidelines, for example, 
for the location of cables so that they are 
not worn by overheating chiller cabinets, 
the correct location of combustible mate-

Coop is Denmark’s 
biggest food retail 
company. Last winter 
the company put 
most of its insurance 
arrangements out 
to tender. 

ith almostW 1,200 stores, 
more than 
40,000 em
ployees and 
more than 

45,000 article numbers on the shelves, 
there were certainly plenty of criteria in 

the tender material for a new insurance 
partner to satisfy. The choice fell on If. 

Ulrik Mester ran the process together  
with the insurance broker Marsh and  
was involved in most of the details of 
the process. 

“In both words and actions, If lived up 
to what we in Coop believe will be a fa
vourable partnership. We place emphasis 
on partnerships and on having a sparring 
partner who can help to boost and opti
mise Coop. That was the approach and 
the attitude we met throughout the en
tire process, and that was one of the most 
compelling reasons why we switched to 
If,” explains Ulrik Mester. 

Coop adopts a serious approach to risk 
management and can produce a number 
of results in their setups to support the 

fact that they stand by their words. 
“The fact that If has an active risk man

agement department and a number of 
risk engineers is a definite advantage for 
me and for Coop. We believe ourselves 
that we do a great deal, and we’re also 
recognised for that. But we’re always 
open to the possibility that we might be 
able to do things better. There’s a signif
icant difference between being advised in 
advance to optimise your loss prevention 
and having to appear as counterparties  
after a potential claim. 

“I welcome any push from an insurance 
advisor. We know our internal needs and 
procedures, but we’re not up to date with 
what new kinds of cover there are or with 
other ways of doing things. It makes us 
stronger when we’re challenged by the 

rials outside the stores, etc. 
During the violent downpour in 

demands we make of ourselves and the Copenhagen in July 2011, around 60 
way we cover ourselves,” says Ulrik of Coop’s stores were affected by water. 
Mester. That is difficult to pre-

He views it as his task vent, but on the other 
to channel that knowl- hand it is the kind of“It’s absolutely
edge down into the or- damage that can befundamental that ganisation and to make dealt with relatively 
sure that it is imple- quickly. the technology
mented. “There are few areas has to work.” of cover that we haven’t 
Prevention, finally decided on yet. 
prevention, prevention We’ll have an extra discussion about the 
What does a Chief Risk Officer in Den- possible scenarios and get a very clear pic
mark's biggest food retail company think ture of what kinds of risk we have today, 
about the threat level of the future? and what we can do ourselves to minimise 

 “Well, being able to enter data in the them. And we’ll supplement them if we 
cash tills is absolutely essential for us. So feel that there’s a need. This is where you 
there’s an enormous threat if we’re sud- appreciate the value of a competent spar
denly unable to do that. It’s absolutely ring partner,” concludes Ulrik Mester. ■ 

Coop in
Denmark: 
• Denmark’s biggest food  

retail company. 

• Coop consists of almost  
1,200 stores. 

• Coop has 45,000 article numbers. 

• 1/3 of all food products in 
Denmark are sold by Coop. 

• Processes more than 6 million 
transactions per week. 

• Coop’s total retail space is  
1 million square metres,  
which corresponds to approx.  
140 football pitches. 

• Every year, Coop’s trucks 
drive 30,000,000 kilometres – 
equivalent to 50 return trips to 
the moon. 

• Coop has more than 40,000 
employees and 1,000 students. 

Birgitte Ringbæk
birg i tte . r ingbaek@if.dk  
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“There are 
more and more 
product recalls.” 

Vince Shiers 

CLIENT PHOTOS: COOP, IF 

When food  
becomes a threat 
Recalls of food pro
ducts are on the in
crease, and social me
dia represent a rising 
threat in relation to 
this. This subject was 
in the spotlight at 
If’s Nordic Food & 
Beverage conference 
earlier this year. 

ome examples of risks inS food industry are: listeria in 
smoked salmon. Salmonella 
found in minced beef. Yeast 
growing in skyr. Excessive 
amount of campylobacter 

bacteria in chicken. Pests found in pack
ets of dried pasta. Risk of shards of glass 
in pasta sauce. Gas being formed in packs 
of chopped ham. Excessive amount of 
E coli bacteria in oysters. Risk of metal 
fragments in packs of chicken fillets. 

The list of food products that have 
been recalled because of a health risk 
seems virtually endless. 

For many food producers, recalls result 
in lost production and operating losses, 
as well as harm to their image. This can 
cripple production and earnings for com
panies, and ultimately result in closure 
or bankruptcy, because of incorrect han
dling, an online backlash or loss of con
sumer confidence. 

Vince Shiers, MD of the RQA Group 
and international expert in product re
calls, sees a rising trend in both Europe 
and the USA. 

“There are more and more product re
calls. I can’t think of one product catego
ry that has been immune to recalls,” he 
says. There are more regulations, more 
complex supply chains, higher expecta
tions from producers and more channels 
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for complaints thanks to social media, all 
of which help to create the overall picture 
of more recalls. 

Threats from social media 
Social media form a major part of every
one’s lives, and this is increasingly a prob
lem for companies when there is a need 
for a recall. Messages spread at light
ning speed, and 
if a company fails 
to act correctly, it 
can actually cre
ate its own crisis if 
it either underre
acts or overreacts, 
explains Vince 
Shiers. 

“There are many 
people who jump 
on the bandwagon 
when a potential 
contamination or 
recall is made pub
lic, and they write 
negative com
ments about the 
company in social 
media. People can 
say anything – re
gardless of wheth
er or not it’s cor
rect. It’s really im
portant that com
panies know how to manage these kinds 
of interactions,” he says. 

The trend among consumers is that 
more people are using social media to 
complain about companies, and the tone 
of these postings is getting tougher, if 
there is an ongoing case, e.g. a product 
recall, against the company. 

The trend from companies is that they 
themselves are increasingly using social 
media to provide information about re
calls. The situation and problem in ques
tion must determine how many commu
nication channels are used by the com
pany concerned: If you overreact, there 

is a risk that you might blow up an issue 
of less significance. If you underreact, the 
crisis can engulf you. If the threat is a se
rious one, the company should be geared 
up to manage internal communication, 
social media, the press and the publishing 
of announcements. 

“I feel that the insurance industry,  
with the aid of recall insurance policies  

or product liability 
policies, is increas
ingly contributing 
to limiting the lev
el of risk faced by 
companies in recall 
situations. Togeth
er with RQA, they 
advise and assist 
companies in get
ting an overview 
of the absolutely 
essential internal  
processes that 
must come into 
play if the need 
arises for a recall,” 
says Vince Shiers. 

Microbiology, 
e.g. listeria and sal
monella, is the rea
son for many re
calls, although the 
primary cause is 
still human error. 

One example might be production equip
ment, which is assembled 99.9% correctly 
following a repair. Small pieces of metal  
can become detached and are only dis
covered in a subsequent inspection. The 
situation might have been going on for 
several months. So all of a sudden there 
are huge batches that have to be recalled. 

The response is crucial 
It is decisive that relevant technicians are 
brought in quickly to assist in localising  
and limiting the damage. Professional,  
open handling of the product recall can 
contribute to the perception of a re

sponsible, professional company and thus 
avoid losing the confidence of consumers. 

Put it simply, consumers can forgive a 
company if a piece of plastic has found its 
way into a product, but they will not for
give the company if it puts its own profit 
ahead of the consumer’s safety. 

Research has even shown that correctly 
handled recalls can actually increase cus
tomer loyalty. 

Greatest need in the food industry 
A report from the Relational Capital 
Group showed that almost nine out of 
ten users (87%) would probably buy and 
remain loyal to a brand that handles a re
call in a responsible, praiseworthy manner 
– even if the error that caused the recall 
had resulted in a safety or quality prob
lem. 91% of respondents in the report 
also answered that they understand that 
safety and quality problems can occur in 
even the best-run companies. In most 
cases it is the way the situation is handled 

rather than the actual problem with the 
product that has a positive or negative  
effect on consumers. 

By far the majority of companies with 
recall insurance cover at If are from the 
food industry. This reflects clearly where 
the greatest need exists. 

Recall insurance cover includes, among 
other things, around-the-clock contin
gency help from crisis consultants with 
experience of food and consumer prod
ucts, the costs of announcing the recall, 
costs and transport in connection with 
the return and destruction of the prod
ucts. ■ 

• Inadequate control of foreign 
bodies (e.g. glass, stones) 

Birgitte Ringbæk
• Procedural errors birg i tte . r ingbaek@if.dk  

• Packaging errors 

• Criminality/manipulation 
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Recall insurance 
cover includes, 
among other 
things, around-the
clock contingency 
help from crisis 
consultants. 

Most frequent causes
of food product recalls: 

The following situations usually 
occur as a consequence of human  
error or a failure to follow 
procedures 

• Chemical contaminants 

• Problems in the supply chain 

• Labelling errors 

• Contaminated animal feed 
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Cyber risks
under control 

Cyber risk  
controls 

Roll-out of  
cyber insurance 
products 
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D igital development 
is providing oppor
tunities within the 
majority of indus

tries. Along with digital de
velopment comes the elimi
nation and decrease of some 
business risks whilst other 
risks increase and new ones 
emerge. 

It is said to be a life condi
tion that we seek to under
stand in both the present 
and the future by using the 
experiences of the past. If we 
accept this as a fact, we must 
also accept that it constitutes 
a severe challenge when try
ing to predict the influence 
of digital development on 
our business. 

We strive to obtain informa
tion from various sources to 
better understand the digital 
risk we insure against today, 
and need to insure against 
in the future. As an insur
ance company, we have the 
privilege of working with 
the digital risks of almost all 
industries, which provides 
insight across business In
dustries. Some of the lessons 
we learn, we also seek to 
share in our various articles, 
this time concentrating on 
Cyber. The fact that we  
will of course also provide 
a brief overview of how in
surance in this context can 
support the business is 
(we admit) not actually 
the most interesting part. 

Enjoy. 

Kristine B. 
Wagner,  
Nordic Head of  
Casualty & Marine 
Underwriting 
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Cyber risk

controls
 
When If started look
ing into offering cyber 
security insurance, we 
carefully considered 
how our clients cur
rently use IT in their 
businesses and how it 
has evolved over time, 
the risks threatening 
IT, and the controls 
available to mitigate 
the risks. 

I n the last 10 to 15 years, organ
isations have been using IT sys
tems at an ever-increasing rate 
to automate business processes, 
make staff more effective and  
efficient, and provide new ser

vices to customers. Examples are enter
prise resource planning systems, industrial 
control systems, logistic systems, e-com
merce websites, autonomous vehicles, 
and smartphones. IT systems have also 
become increasingly interconnected, not 
only within a given organisation, but also 
with systems in external networks that 
can be controlled by third parties. 

Organisations have also shifted from
 
buying equipment and
 

prise’ as it makes organisations better, 
faster, and cheaper. However, this change 
also opens up organisations to new risks 
as they become increasingly dependent 
on interconnected IT systems and infra
structure exposing the organisation to 
new threats and vulnerabilities. For in
stance, industrial control systems (e.g., 
SCADA, PLC), originally designed to 
operate in networks physically separated 
from all other systems, can, in the pre
sent day, be connected to various sup
port systems for resource planning or lo
gistics. These interconnected systems may 
be located in-house or in the cloud, have 
connections with remote systems man
aged by other providers, and be accessible 
from remote networks for remote moni
toring and maintenance. 

The tools and techniques used in cyber 
attacks, as well as the threat actors behind 
them, have also evolved. Nowadays, secu
rity breaches in high profile organisations 
are frequently headline news. 

Tools 
One of the most frequently used tools  
in cyber attacks is malware (computer vi
ruses, worms, Trojans, backdoors) which 
have been around since the 1980s. The 
destructive capabilities of malware have 
evolved to corrupting organisations by 
implanting remotely accessible backdoors 
into their IT systems, encrypting their 
files, or stealing their information. There

fore, today, it is a basic  
having it serviced by its requirement to have up-
own employees or con- “One of the to-date anti-malware pro
tractors to increasingly grams for systems commost frequently
buying that capability monly affected by mal-
from specialised sup- used tools in ware. The analysis process 
pliers. This includes us- of early anti-malware used cyber attacks
ing outsourcing or cloud to only require a fairly sim
service providers deliv- is malware.” ple check of any executable 
ering their services from file’s unique ID against a 
remote locations, or leasing maintenance threat database of known bad files. This 
and equipment placed at their own prem- may still be quite effective, however, in 
ises in order to maintain operational con- the present day, malware is designed to 
trol. What are also included here are mis- be unique and is often tested to avoid 
sion-critical operational capabilities like lo- detection by even the best anti-malware 
gistics systems, and the monitoring and software. This means that in order to be 
servicing of engines. Business drivers such effective, modern anti-malware software 
as growth, profitability and competition needs to have more advanced detection 
drive this change to an ‘extended enter- capabilities like behavioural analysis of 
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what software running in a system is actu
ally doing. 

Techniques 
The techniques used in cyber attacks 
have also evolved from malware planted  
in pirated software to employ increas
ingly sophisticated cyber attacking soft
ware and social engineering tactics. For 
instance, phishing e-mails with malicious 
attachments or links, have evolved into 
watering hole attacks, where the attack
er guesses or observes which websites 
the users of an organisation visit. It in
fects one or more of these websites with 
malware and simply waits until a user in
side the targeted organisation is infected. 
Computers of compromised users can  
become remotely controlled in so-called 
‘bot networks’, and used as a stepping 
stone to further penetrate the compro
mised organisation, for instance to steal 
information or plant remotely accessible 
backdoors in sensitive systems, or launch 
denial of service attacks towards internal  
or external targets. As these new tech
niques often target employees, partners 
or vendors with a low awareness of secu

rity, they have developed into serious  
hazards even for security-conscious  
organisations. 

Threat actors 
Nowadays, the level of cyber skills and 
funds available for criminal and state-
sponsored organisations are high and rap
idly increasing. This is driven by a good 
Return on Investment, while having a 
low risk for detection and attribution to 
who’s behind the attack. For example, 
Ransomware is currently a criminal in
dustry with a global turnover of more 
than one billion USD where separate and 
highly specialised criminal groups often 
collaborate to reach their objectives. State 
sponsored actors can have almost unlim
ited skills, funds and patience. They may 
target anything that can provide an ad
vantage to their sponsors, for example, by 
stealing secret information or infiltrating 
critical national infrastructure. As seen in 
the last year’s cyber threat intelligence  
reports, they have the capability to pene
trate systems deep within strategic high-
value targets and critical infrastructure, 
and stay undetected for several years. 

ORGANISATION 

DATA 

APPLICATIONS 

Cyber risk management 
Every organisation should understand 
that, in addition to basic security controls, 
like anti-virus and firewalls, their cyber 
risks may require a whole range of addi
tional cyber security controls to protect 
applications, systems, devices, and their 
organisation. Even if systems are separated 
and placed behind firewalls, and regardless 
of whether they are private, outsourced, 
or happily out in the cloud, all systems 
may be vulnerable to cyber attacks. 

In a cyber risk management system, all 
possible risks to the organisation, part-

SYSTEMS & DEVICES 

ners, and suppliers need to be considered. 
Examples are financial loss, process dis
ruptions, failure of information technolo
gy systems and reputation loss. In the risk 
assessment, the organisation must con
sider the perspective of possible attackers 
and assess which of their assets may have 
a value to those attackers. 

Cyber security is a board responsibility 
and managing it has become a profession 
in itself with strategic, tactical, and oper
ational requirements to consider. The IT 
department is not the most likely candi
date to handle cyber risk management 
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PROPERTY & LIABILITY 

as it could cause a conflict of interest 
(e.g., availability vs integrity). Appointing 
a Chief Information Security Officer  
(CISO) responsible for overseeing the 
whole organisation’s information and IT 
security posture is a good first step, but 
may only be the beginning of the journey. 

For boards and executives, it is impor
tant to include cyber risks in the enterprise 
risk management framework and regularly 
assess the impact and likelihood of cyber 
risks, as well as provide sufficient resources 
and support to implement cyber security 
controls protecting the organisation from 
loss. The operational parts of the organi
sation must understand its responsibility 
to properly design, maintain and moni
tor cyber security controls, regardless of 
whether the control is located within their 
own or a provider’s direct control. 

As cyber attacks regularly prove their 
disruptive character, authorities are also 
stepping in and setting out requirements 
for the protection of Critical Infrastruc
tures (CI), National Defence Capabilities 
(NDC), Personal Identifiable Information 
(PII), and other key assets. Recent regula
tory requirements have expressed that the 
security controls must be ‘state of the art’ 
in order to be compliant, which means 
that organisations must regularly review 
and assess whether the controls are ade
quate and be prepared to have their secu
rity controls challenged by authorities. 

Cyber control frameworks 
and baselines 
To help organisations implement risk-
driven security controls, security stand
ards have been developed to control cy
ber risks. One of the most well-known 
is the ISO/IEC 27001¹ standard, which 
specifies the requirements for establish
ing, implementing, maintaining and con
tinually improving an information securi
ty management system within the context 
of an organisation’s defined scope. The 
latest version of this standard now applies 
the ‘High-Level Structure’ used in other 
ISO standards, for example, in ISO 9001 
(Quality Management) and ISO 22313 
(Business Continuity Management). Al
ternatives exist such as the NIST (United 
States) and COBIT (ISACA) frameworks, 
and there are also frameworks developed 
for healthcare and financial institutions. 

Having a framework helps organisa
tions to identify their risks and then 
design, manage and review controls to 
mitigate the risks, but it does not tell the 
organisation what they are and how to 
deal with them. If one takes a phased 
approach when implementing a standard 
focusing on key business processes as the 
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C-Suite 

CISO 

Security Policy 

Framework 

Baseline 

Control Control Control Control Control 

National and International Laws & Regulations 

Integrity Confidentiality Availability 

first step, it is usually not a lengthy pro
cess to assess risk and establish the level 
of security controls already in place. 

Organisations that are in a hurry, or for 
some reason cannot implement a cyber 
security standard or framework, should 
consider adapting a baseline describing a 
set of concise, prioritised cyber practices 
to stop the current most pervasive and 
dangerous cyber attacks. 

Baselines defined over time especially 
for critical infrastructures are often availa
ble from national Computer Emergency 
Response Teams (CERT). As the risks to 
applications, systems, devices, and oper
ators are more or less common risks, any 
organisation can profit from them. You 
can find your national CERT on the in
ternet for example at; cert.dk, cert.fi, cert. 
no, and cert.se. Baselines and frameworks 
are also available from (state) sponsored 
non-profit organisations. One of the most 
well-known control baselines is provided 
by the Center for Internet Security (cise
curity.org). They promote their CIS Criti
cal Security Controls. And for operators of 
critical infrastructure, the NIST Cyberse
curity Framework provides private sector 
organisati ons with a structure for assess
ing and improving their ability to prevent, 
detect and respond to cyber incidents. 

The value of cyber controls 
Did you know, that by applying just the 
first five (!) of the CIS Controls as ‘hy
giene’, organisations can reduce the risk 
of a cyber attack by around 85 per cent! 

Those top 5 controls are: 
• CSC 1: Inventory of Authorized 

and Unauthorized Devices 
• CSC 2: Inventory of Authorized 

and Unauthorized Software 

Roll-out of cyber
insurance products 

• CSC 3: Secure Configurations for 
Hardware and Software on Mobile 
Devices, Laptops, Workstations,  
and Servers 

• CSC 4: Continuous Vulnerability 
Assessment and Remediation 

• CSC 5: Controlled Use of 
Administrative Privileges 

Regardless of the chosen approach to  
implement cyber security controls, they 
must be regularly assessed or tested in  
order to provide assurance that they work 
and that current risks are properly miti
gated. It’s vital to conduct regular audits 
and tests, preferably by using skilled se
curity penetration testers that simulate a 
cyber attack. Security penetration testers 
are trained to use the same kind of mind-
set, methodology and tools as cybercrimi
nals, but in a controlled and non-destruc
tive manner. ■ 

Erik van der Heijden
Er ik .van.  der.hei jden@if.se  

Peter Granlund 
Pet  er.granlund@if.se  

¹ ISO/IEC 27001:2013, an information security 
management system (ISMS) standard initially 
published in 2005, revised in 2013, by the Inter
national Organisation for Standardization 
(ISO) and the International Electrotechnical 
Commission (IEC) 

Why cyber insurance? 

ntil recentely USA has U been the biggest mar
ket for cyber insurance. 
The main reason be
hind this is the legal 
development where 

the starting point was the California  
Database Protection Act of 2003, which 
required disclosure of any data security  
breach to each affected California cus
tomer whose Personal Information had 
been compromised. Following this act, 
many US States now have similar legisla
tion. And with the new EU General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR), in 2018 
Europe will also get a uniformed legis
lation in respect of Personal Data and 
Breach Response. 

The US legal environment with respect 
to Personal Identifiable Information (PII) 
has been the primary market driver for 
Cyber Insurance in the US. As similar 
requirements have now been introduced 
in the European Union by means of the 
General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR), we are experiencing a similar 
demand here in Europe at the moment. 

The risk of business interruption is an
other important market driver. We have 
noted that some executives are failing to 
recognize a paradigm shift. Where it used 
to be possible to revert to manual labor 
when business automation failed, this 
option is no longer commonly available. 
Today process automation is integrated 
by means of robots and technology which 
can no longer be replaced after a loss by 
hiring workers at short notice because 
they will lack the knowledge, skills, tool

ing, and space to do the same job at the 
same costs. 

The protection of Information Tech
nology (IT) and Industrial Control Sys
tems (ICS) should therefore be given top 
priority because as the unauthorized op
eration of IT and ICS may cause serious 
business interruptions as we have seen in 
recent cyber-attacks (e.g. WannaCry and 
NotPetya). During these last couple of 
years, it has become obvious that “cyber” 
is part of our everyday life, with more and 
more things being connected with the in
ternet and more and more business pro
cesses being dependent on access to the 
internet. With this connectivity and acces
sibility also comes the exposure for mali
cious tampering with your systems. 

With these exposures in mind, the in
surance industry has responded with the 
development of cyber insurance products. 
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PROPERTY & LIABILITY 

We cannot say that the market for these 
products would be mature. Therefore, 
the available limits and capacity are some
what restricted. However, the products 
like If’s new cyber products are fairly 
wide in coverage. 

The risk is continuously growing and 
changing. All companies should be work
ing hard to evaluate the IT security of 
their systems and operations. The results  
can be seen in improved security and 
preparedness for attacks and other inci
dents, although variations in attitudes 
and goals make all generalisations diffi
cult. For us as an insurance company, it is 
of paramount interest that we have a real
istic view of the probability and exposure 
of our clients’ assets that are at risk. Only 
then can we contribute to your risk man
agement with adequate products and fair 
premiums. Cyber risks challenge our skills 
and ability to provide the needed assis
tance to customers. If P&C has invested 
in the underwriting and risk management 
skills to be able to support its clients. 

If P&C’s Cyber 
Insurance Products 
If has created three products to cover 
our clients’ cyber risks. The first one was 
computer crime insurance sold to small 
and medium-sized companies by If’s 
Business Area Commercial. It has been  
a success and is being developed further. 

For larger enterprises and their specif
ic needs, If provides two insurance prod
ucts. The comprehensive stand-alone If 
P&C’s Cyber Insurance can be seen as a 
combination of traditional liability cover
age (claims for compensation presented 
to the insured by third parties) and prop
erty coverage (first-party losses sustained 
by the policyholder itself) though with 
the difference that a cyber incident is the 
cause of loss. The policy wording is built 
up of ten different coverage sections, of 
which some are part of the basic coverage 
while others are optional for the client to 
buy depending on the needs and expo
sure of the client. Each coverage section 
has to be tailored to the client’s needs. 
The liability components are: 
• confidentiality and privacy liability 

• network security liability and
 
• media liability. 

The property component, or more cor
rectly the first-party loss component, is 

divided into:
 
• Restoration of data costs
 
• Incident and breach response
 
• Business interruption
 
• Cyber extortion
 
• Reputation
 
• Cyber crime and
 

• PCI-DSS Coverage (PCI-DSS – Pay
ment Card Industry – Data Security 
Standard) 

With regard to insurance jargon: what ac
tually is a cyber incident? In our insurance 
product, it means a malicious act (e.g., a 
hacker attack), computer malware (e.g., 
computer virus), human error (e.g., in
sured’s employee causing a failure of IT-
systems), denial of service attack, (un
planned system outage), or theft of data 
occurring on or aimed at the insured’s 
computer system. 

If P&C Property & Business 
Interruption Programme’s 
Cyber Endorsement 
In If’s studies, it has become clear that 
for our Industrial clients the main cyber 
risks are considered to be attacks or inci
dents through the client’s facility’s indus
trial control systems and consequential 
property losses and further losses due to 
business interruption. 

If has developed a cyber product as a 
new endorsement to fit into a property 
master policy covering also Business In
terruption of our client. It covers non
physical loss to electronic data and media 
and consequential Business Interruption. 

This product covers only the Insured’s 
own losses to data and media as well as 
business interruption and is thus a first-
party insurance only. The insured causes 
of losses are: 
• Unauthorised access 
• Unauthorised use 
• Malicious code 
• Malicious act 
• Denial of service attack and 
• Operational and administrative error. 
In addition to the actual loss, the insur
ance covers necessary extra expenses to 
minimise, avoid or reduce an interruption 
in service. 

Of course, to take out this insurance, 
the client needs to fill in the question
naire describing the status of the IT Secu
rity. The insurance terms also require the 
insured to comply with some safety regu
lations concerning, for example, back-ups 
and system protection methods. 

Risk Assessment 
Cyber insurance could not be sold with
out assessing the client’s risk thoroughly. 
There are great variations between busi
nesses and individual clients and the sta
tistics of historical data in this fast-devel
oping risk area give only a faint picture 

of the risk of an individual client. The as
sessment also offers the opportunity to 
appreciate a client’s investments in high-
level IT security in the 
insurance solution. ent, to further elaborate 

When underwriting on these topics. Based“Cyber insurance
cyber insurance, the risk on the answers If P&Ccould not be 
assessment could be di- gets the risk profile of 
vided into three differ- the client and this thensold without 
ent levels; also could – and shouldassessing the• The general level of – interact with the policy 

exposure of the poli- client’s risk coverage. Different cov
cyholder’s industry.  erage elements are used, thoroughly.” What legal environ- perhaps with additional 
ment applies, what 
kind and how much personal data is 
typically handled within the industry 
and how exposed is this data? 

• The level of exposure of the policyhold
er company itself. How complex is the 
group? Number of subsidiaries, data 
centres, important suppliers, intra-de
pendencies etc.? 

• The level of IT Security of the compa
ny. How does the company work with 
identifying, protecting, detecting,  
responding and recovering when it 
comes to IT risk and data? 

If P&C gathers the needed information 
via a questionnaire where the client re

sponds to these specific areas. It could 
also be that a meeting or an interview is 
needed, with, for example, the IT securi

ty department of the cli

sublimits and different  
deductible levels/waiting periods for 
business interruption coverage, to meet 
the needs and demands from the client. 

Accumulation as the 
insurer’s nightmare 
One aspect where cyber insurance caus
es some extra concern for the insurance 
industry is the accumulation of risks. Pri
marily insurers look at each risk separate
ly, considering the coverage and the pre
mium. In some cases, like damage caused 
by big storms, many policies can be trig
gered at the same time, causing larger to
tal claims at the same time. However, in 

cyber risks, there are plenty of new pos
sibilities to trigger many policies that do 
not even follow the laws of nature. This 
appears in two ways. First of all, cyber in
cidents may trigger different products si
multaneously. As mentioned above, a cy
ber insurance policy has elements of both 
property and liability coverage. Cyber 
methods can be used to cause tradition
ally covered fires, machinery breakdowns 
or other damage, or there could be spe
cific endorsements added to the proper
ty or liability policy. The same goes for 
crime insurance, where one could also 
have coverage for some of the exposures 
that cyber insurance addresses. 

The other method of accumulation, 
which is the most complicated to model 
and monitor, is event exposure. In tradi
tional coverage, like property, it is after  
all fairly easy to calculate and take into ac
count in premium modelling, even large 
natural phenomena, since normally they 
cause damage within a limited geograph
ical area, regions exposed to flooding, 
earthquake and other known hazards. For 
cyber however, there are no geographical 
boundaries for how an event would im
pact, something we have seen in many 
examples like global virus attacks. Also, 
since many companies today use external 
services, such as cloud services, there is 
also a risk of accumulation in this respect. 

We have built our internal risk control 
to address this. We are continuing with 
all efforts to secure both your and our ex
posures with advanced calculation models 
in co-operation with our reinsurers. 

Conclusions 
This short article can only point out some 
primary features of the cyber insurance 
products and their underwriting require
ments. This risk area with its large loss 
potential to individual enterprises and 
dangerous accumulation mechanisms re
quires full attention from every company 
to its IT security. We at If can then pro
vide insurance solutions supporting our 
client’s management of risk. ■ 

Matti  Sjögren
matt i .s jogren@if.f i  

Mats- Ola Jakobsson 
matsola . jakobsson@if.se  
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cabins during 2016. The recall of Sam-
sung Galaxy Note 7 smartphone/tablet 
due to battery flaws last year marked the 
10-year anniversary of the Sony laptop 
battery recall in 2006. In applications in

teries and traditional alkaline and lead-
acid batteries is the flammable electrolyte. 
Due to the high cell voltage of Li-ion bat
teries, the traditional water-based electro
lytes cannot be used. Instead, Li-ion bat
tery electrolytes consist of organic liquids 
which are stable under the operating con
ditions of the cell. Unfortunately, these 
liquids also have the ability to burn readi
ly if ignited. In addition, the positive elec-

T he Norwegian Defence 
Research Establishment 
(FFI) has investigated 
the safety characteristics 
of batteries for more 
than two decades. In 

hoverboards start to burn during use, and 
spare batteries for e-cigarettes flame up in 
the pockets of their owners. The US Fed
eral Aviation Administration registered 
21 Li-ion battery incidents inside airplane 

PHOTO: ISTOCK, FFI 

Li-ion batteries –
hazards and
mitigation 
Lithium-ion batteries have become an 
indispensable source of electricity and 
are used in applications ranging from 
consumer electronics to ferries. 

RISK MANAGEMENT 

this article, we look into the hazards of 
Li-ion batteries and how they are mitigat
ed. Since its market introduction in 1991, 
the Li-ion battery has become an increas
ingly popular source of electricity. Its high 
energy density has been an essential pre
condition for the introduction of smart-
phones, tablet computers and numerous 
other electronic gadgets. During the last 
decade, Li-ion batteries have also proved 
themselves as a feasible power source for 
cars and have made all-electric ferries pos
sible. Recently, battery installations of an 
even larger scale have been implemented, 
such as in energy storage for electric grids. 

However, the high energy density of Li
ion batteries also has its downside: Several 
incidents of Li-ion batteries catching fire 
have been reported: Battery-powered 
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volving larger battery packs, the incidents 
are more extensive, as has been exempli
fied by some high-profile electric car fires. 
As Li-ion batteries are installed on an even 
larger scale, the consequences of a fire 
become more severe and the importance 
of proper safety measures become even 
higher. The importance of safety also var
ies with the type of application: You can 
step away from a burning car, but leaving 
a burning ship is not as easy, not to men
tion planes. 

W H Y  D O  L I - I O N  batteries catch fire? One 
important difference between Li-ion bat

trode material in many Li-ion cells releases 
oxygen at sufficiently high temperatures. 
This means that a Li-ion battery fire can 
sustain itself even without access to ambi
ent air. To obtain high energy density, Li
ion cells have a very compact design, and 
the electrodes are separated only by a thin 
polymer membrane. If the electrodes inad
vertently come in direct contact in an in
ternal short circuit, the released energy can 
be sufficient to force the cell into an accel
erating heating process known as thermal 
runaway. As battery manufacturers push 
for ever-increasing energy density, safety 
margins are constantly being challenged. 

C O M M O N  T O  A L L  Li-ion battery inci
dents is that they go through a heating  
stage. Heating can have several causes: 
Overcharging, overload, heat exposure 
and external or internal short circuits. In
ternal short circuits can arise from phys
ical impact, such as Tesla Model S fires 
due to road debris penetrating the bat
tery pack. They can also be caused by 
metal particles from the 
production line trapped The importance of pro-
in the cell, as was the case “Common to all duction quality has also 
for the 2006 Sony recall received a lot of attenLi-ion battery
or other cell design or tion. Thanks to these im
manufacturing flaws, as incidents is that provements, the failure 
was partly the case for the rate of high-quality cellthey go through
Samsung recall. Many of manufacturers is appre
these flaws are extremely ciably low. The remain-a heating stage.” 
difficult to detect, and 
can pass unnoticed through the strictest 
product quality testing regimes. Internal 
short circuits can also develop over time 
until they pass a critical point. This is for 
instance the case for lithium dendrites, 
needle-shaped lithium structures that 
grow on the electrode surface under un
favourable charging conditions. To com
plicate matters, the thermal stability of 
cells can deteriorate as they are used.  
According to recent investigations at 
FFI as well as other research institutions, 
some cells exhibit a higher ability for self-
heating after repeated charge/discharge 
cycles. This underlines that the possibility 
for a Li-ion cell fire cannot be ignored, 
even for the best cell manufacturers. 

If any of these factors cause the cell to 
heat beyond a certain point, unwanted 
internal reactions are initiated that in turn 
release even more heat. The reactions can 
form gases that increase the internal pres
sure in the cell. In some cases, the conse
quences are rather mild: the cell releases 
its internal pressure through a designated 
weak spot a process known as ventilation 
and the cell cools down. In more severe 
cases, the ventilated gases are ignited,  
giving fire or gas explosion. Heated cell 
parts or sparks from the cell are likely 
sources of ignition resulting in fire or  
gas explosion. If the internal self-heating  
reactions continue, the cell can reach 
thermal runaway with violent fire, gas 
emissions and even explosion. Emitted 
gases are flammable and unhealthy and 
represent a hazard by themselves. 

P R O P E R  B A T T E R Y  S A F E T Y  is ensured 
on several levels. On the cell level, most 
Li-ion cells contain a separator between 
the electrodes which shuts down the  
internal ion transport at excess tempera
ture. Some cells are equipped with a safe
ty switch which electrically disconnects 

the cell if its internal temperature be
comes too high. As mentioned, a weak 
spot in the cell wall releases excess pres
sure and prevents violent cell rupture. 
Much progress has been made in finding 
more stable cell electrodes, less flamma
ble electrolytes, and other material im
provements that enhance safety. Many 
safety improvements, however, come with 

a performance penalty. 

ing risk can be reduced 
by the end users, for instance by consid
ering where their electronic devices are 
stored and recharged. Batteries that have 
overheated inside plane cabins have so far 
been safely taken care of by dousing them 
with water or other available liquids. 

On the battery level, safety can be en
hanced by sufficient space or insulating/ 
cooling plates between the cells. Most 
batteries also include a battery manage
ment system that prevents overcharge, 
over-discharge and overload and ensures 
proper operating temperature. 

On the battery system level, as for in
stance on large maritime batteries, addi
tional safety features are necessary. Bat
teries are installed in battery rooms with 
proper ventilation, gas detection and fire 
extinguishing equipment, gas ducts, fire 
walls, etc. According to FFI’s experience, 
a critical aspect in large installations is 
identifying the representative worst-case 
behaviour of a failing cell and design the 
battery installation to handle this scenar
io. This includes ensuring that a cell fire 
does not propagate to neighbouring  
batteries. 

Even with sporadic fires, Li-ion batter
ies have maintained their popularity. As 
this technology enters new and larger  
applications, it is crucial that the battery 
hazards are well understood and mitigat
ed throughout the lifetime of the battery. 
With proper knowledge, severe conse
quences can also be avoided in the fu
ture. ■ 

Helge Weydahl
Senior researcher,  PhD 
Maritime Systems 
Division, Norwegian 
Defence Research 
Establishment 
helge.weydahl@ffi.no 
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About the Norwegian
Defence Research 
Establishment 

The Norwegian Defence Research 
Establishment (FFI) is the prime  
institution responsible for defence-
related research in Norway. Its  
principal mission is to carry out re
search and development to meet 
the requirements of the Armed 
Forces. FFI is the chief adviser on 
defence-related science and tech
nology of the Ministry of Defence 
and the Norwegian Armed Forces’  
military organisation. A particular  
task for the institute is to investi
gate aspects of the development 
in science and military technology 
that can influence our security pol
icy or defence planning. FFI oper
ates within a broad spectrum of re
search topics ranging from the as
sistance of operational units to the 
support of national security policy 
via defence planning and technol
ogy studies. The institute has been 
involved in battery safety research 
since the 1980s. 

FFI was founded in 1946 and 
is organised as an administrative 
agency subordinate to the Ministry 
of Defence. It is located in Kjeller 
and Horten in Norway and has 
about 720 employees. 

Website: www.ffi.no 

About the Norwegian 
Forum for Battery Safety 
The Norwegian Forum for Battery 
Safety is an informal forum for in
dustrial users of batteries, govern
ment institutions and research in
stitutions in Norway. FFI is the sec
retary and organiser of the forum. 
The goal of the forum is to distrib
ute knowledge that can enhance 
safe use of lithium batteries, Li-ion  
batteries and other high-energy 
batteries. 

More information about the 
forum and battery safety in general 
can be found on its website:  
www.ffi.no/batterisikkerhet 

www.ffi.no/batterisikkerhet
http:www.ffi.no
mailto:helge.weydahl@ffi.no
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The unknown problem

with sprinkler systems
 
An explosion in a 
sprinkler control 
room. Flame tongue 
bursting out from a 
sprinkler pipe when 
drilling a hole in 
the pipe. Pipes are 
bursting apart at 
the joints. 

T hese are recent exam
ples of dramatic inci
dents caused by the 
chemical process of 
forming flammable 
hydrogen gas in gal

vanised sprinkler systems. Systems de
signed to limit or stop a fire were sud
denly reported actually being the cause 
of hazardous situations. This has until  
recently been an unknown problem  
in the sprinkler industry, and investiga
tions were initiated to bring clarity to 
these incidents. 

Galvanisation is a common process to 
protect steel from corrosion in atmos
pheric conditions and ensure a long 
life span. A thin layer of metallic Zinc 
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is added to the mild steel construction. 
The hot dip galvanisation protects steel 
from corrosion by providing a thick, 
tough, metallurgical bonded zinc enve
lope, which completely covers the steel 
surface and seals it from the corrosive 
action of its environment. 

The benefits of using this technolo
gy for sprinkler pipes were seen as ob
vious, being suitable for installing 
outdoors and in harsh environments  
to prevent the steel from corrosion. 
It also allows mild 

gen in a reaction between oxygen,  
zinc and iron is not new knowledge. 
Under certain conditions, these mate
rials will react, creating hydrogen gas. 
This knowledge was not familiar in the 
sprinkler piping industry where the gal
vanised, closed wet sprinkler systems 
are filled with stationary water. 

Filling up wet sprinkler systems with 
water, there will always be some air-
pockets left above the water level. Dis
solved oxygen in the systems will react 

with the metals 
steel quality and causing a corro
thinner piping. “Dramatic increase sion process until 
Press-fitting instal- the oxygen is con-could indicate lations and lighter sumed, a condition 
pipes could then accumulation of called dead water.  
decrease the instal- In traditional black-hydrogen gas.” lation time on site steel piping, a pro-
and system weight 
compared to the more traditional  
threaded couplings. These benefits 
were also seen as favorable for indoor 
use in wet sprinkler systems. 

The pros of this technology used in 
wet sprinkler systems however have 
proven unfavourable after all. The in
vestigations following the losses de
scribed earlier have shown formation of 
hydrogen gas as being the root cause. 
The chemical reaction creating hydro

tective layer of 
Magnetite will protect the steel from 
further corrosion until adding fresh ox
ygen when replacing the water. When 
galvanised pipes are pressurised with 
water, the dissolved oxygen will react 
with the zinc surface, forming zinc hy
droxide, a pulverised corrosion product 
with poor protection characteristics.  
As with all corrosion products, the zinc 
hydroxide can accumulate in the lower 
parts of the pipes, blocking pending 

sprinkler heads preventing water from 
reaching the seat of the fire or reducing 
the water discharge. When all the dis
solved oxygen is consumed, a cathodic 
reaction will cause increased produc
tion of hydrogen gas, which gathers in 
the air-pockets above the water level in 
the pipes. This can be revealed by read
ing abnormal pressure increase at the 
pressure gauges. 

Hydrogen gas has a wide range of 
flammability limits, between 4% and 
75%. Obviously, accumulation of con
siderable amounts of the flammable 
hydrogen gas can be hazardous when 
exposed for sparks, i.e., by drilling 
holes or cutting pipes. The excess pres
sure itself has also shown to be sub
stantial in some systems where the  
design criteria allows a maximum pres
sure of 12 bar (EN 12845). Galvanised 
pipes are used in press-fitting installa
tions. A well-known loss driver in such 
systems is pipes bursting apart due 
to inadequate or faulty workmanship 
when pressing the fittings together.  
Another theory, however one that is 
not verified for some of these losses, is 
that accumulation of hydrogen gas has 
caused an increase of the static pressure 
beyond the design criteria of the sys
tems, followed by bursts in the joints. 

Given the right circumstances, the 
Zinc will be consumed by corrosion 
during a relatively short period of time, 
2-3 years. After this, the pipes will 
be considered normal, however thin-
walled. 

Galvanised sprinkler systems are 
commonly used in Norway. Preferably, 

the systems should be replaced by  
another steel quality. However, some 
mitigating actions can also be made 
in existing systems; 
• Weekly monitoring and logging the 

static pressure above the sprinkler 
valve. Dramatic increase could indi
cate accumulation of hydrogen gas. 
This periodic monitoring is not more 
than described in the maintenance 
process in the European sprinkler 
standard EN 12845. 

• Replacing air with nitrogen has prov
en to be successful in preventing the 
corrosion process and will increase 
the life span, but will have limited ef
fect on the formation of Hydrogen. 

• Personnel maintaining the systems 
and especially when mechanically 
working with the pipes, needs to be 
aware of the problem. 

• Different material quality should not 
be mixed in the sprinkler systems; 
this might increase the corrosion  
and the cathodic process. 

• Flushing the systems before pressur
ising. However, this is not recom
mended for systems in use. 

• Venting of excess pressure has prov
en to be effective. 

• Adjusting the pH of the water. The 
zinc corrosion rate has been shown 
to be the lowest at around pH 10, 
however, not above 11.5, which may 
cause etching of human skin. ■ 

Anders Rørvik 
Ell ingbø
anders .e l l ingbo@ 
i f.no 

• The anodic reaction:  
Zn • Zn²++2e

• The cathodic reaction  
(water) is:  
O2+2H2O+4e • 4OH

• The process itself will continue 
as long as there is oxygen present 
in the system. When the oxygen 
is used, the cathodic reaction will 
continue, producing hydrogen from 
the water: 

2H2O+2e • H2 (g)+2OH

• 76.1 mm of pipes can, through 
reaction, create 17 liters of 
hydrogen gas annually for every 
meter of pipe. Depending on the 
thickness of the zinc layer, up to 35 
liters could be created annually. 

• This creates a pressure increase 
which could amount to up to 49 bar. 

• The pH will affect the rate of zinc 
corrosion. 

The quality of the water will have an 
effect on the process. 

Facts about the process 
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Positive
results

with
training 

LOSS PREVENTION PHOTOS: GETTY IMAGES, SFPA
 

How to better manage 
the risks of hot work 
in different workplaces 
and environments. 

H ot work is a collective 
term for work with 
heat-generating or 
spark-generating tools 
that entails a risk of 
causing fires. Welding, 

cutting, soldering and work with high-
speed rotary tools are performed in a 
number of areas such as industrial work 
and construction, agriculture and ship
ping to name but a few. When hot work 
is performed at a temporary workplace 
and is also deemed to represent a fire risk, 
Swedish insurance companies require the 
work to be carried out by certified per
sonnel. Heta Arbeten® (Hot work) Certif
icates are issued by the Swedish Fire Pro
tection Association (SFPA) after comple
tion of a course. But this has not always 
been the case. Björn Wennerholm, expert 
in Heta Arbeten® at the SFPA explains: 

“In 1990 we launched the loss preven
tion concept Heta Arbeten® in collabora
tion with insurance companies. The com
panies were all experiencing a continuous 
increase in costs relating to fires following 
hot work and realised that something had 

to be done, the sooner the better. The 
SFPA was already cooperating with the 
insurance companies, and with our exper
tise and experience it was natural that we 
were tasked with producing training ma
terials and implementing the loss preven
tion concept throughout Sweden”, says 
Björn Wennerholm. 

The fact that the insurance companies 
united on this issue and agreed on mutu
al safety regulations was fundamental to 
the success of the concept, according to 
Björn Wennerholm. 

“The major insurance companies laid 
the groundwork – Folksam, If, Trygg-
Hansa, Länsförsäkringar, Zurich, etc.  
The other, smaller insurance companies  
followed The SFPA’s safety regulations 
matched the insurance companies’ de
mands and were soon accepted by the 
main insurance companies. To this day, 
they refer to the SFPA’s safety regulations 
when asked about hazardous hot work at 
temporary workplaces”, shared Wenner
holm. 

T H R E E  P O S I T I O N S  M U S T  be staffed by 
persons with valid Heta Arbeten® Certifi
cates: the permit issuer who gives permis
sion and is responsible for the work being 
carried out in the appropriate way, the 
hot work operative who carries out the 
work and a fire-watcher who monitors 
the work. Once the safety regulations and 
roles were defined the SFPA produced 
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Fire from 
hot work in 
a hotel. 

Fire from hot work 
in a hotel 
In the early hours of the morning of 
23 June 2010, a man calls 112. “The 
wall’s on fire, you need to come at 
once”. He is calling from a heritage-
listed hotel in Sweden and was work
ing for a local company hired to re
move old paint from the wood fa
çade before repainting. To remove 
old paint, he used his normal heat 
gun and heating pad before scraping 
off the paint. But the wooden façade 
was old and dry, and the heat from 
the tools soon made the wall catch 
fire. The fire spread quickly through 
the exterior wall further on to the  
attic and part of the building was se
verely damaged. The final cost of re
pairing the hotel was SEK 25 million, 
a job that took more than six months. 

The hotel’s insurance company 
claimed that the contractor was re
sponsible for the damage as they had 
disregarded the safety regulations to 
which the insurance conditions refer 
and which reduce the risk of fire, and 
hence sued the contractor for SEK 12 
million. The subsequent investiga
tion showed that the job of removing 
paint had been performed by a per
son who did not hold a Heta Arbeten® 
Certificate and had not completed 
the required training for heat-gener
ating equipment. The court therefore 
approved the claim and ruled in fa
vour of the insurance company. 
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LEGAL LOSS PREVENTION 

14 safety regulations 

The Heta Arbeten® loss prevention 
concept is based on 14 regulations, 
which cover: 
• Permits 
• Competence 
• Fire watcher 
• Flammable product 
• Cleaning and wetting down 
• Combustible material 
• Concealed combustible structural 

elements 
• Unsealed areas 
• Fire-fighting equipment 
• Welding equipment 
• Raising the alarm 
• Drying and heating 
• Drying underlay and applying 

waterproofing 
• Melting asphalt 

the education material and built a func
tional training organisation. By training 
instructors and allowing them to offer 
courses in Heta Arbeten®, it was possible 
to disseminate the concept quickly across 
the country. Today there are around four 
hundred certified training organisations 
and one thousand certified instructors 
around the country. The SFPA is respon
sible for ensuring that the instructors  
receive regular competence development. 
When the concept was rolled out it soon 
produced positive results. 

In the early ‘90s, between 20 and 25 
per cent of the total cost of fire damage 
was caused directly by hot work. Since 
then, this number has dropped by 75 per 
cent. Not only have the costs fallen, the 
number of fires has also decreased signif-

If P&C and hot work 
Hot work and the risks associated with 
this type of high-hazard work is an im
portant focus area in our partnership 
with clients, for example, during risk  
surveys and other site visits. 

A well-managed hot work procedure 
should be a well-established part of the 
risk management system for any com
pany. However, the effectiveness of the 
management from a safety perspective 
varies considerably. We see large differ
ences between different countries, com
panies and industries, ranging from very 
well-organised locations, with well work
ing systems and procedures to locations  
with no system or safety considerations  
at all. Failure to properly control hot 

icantly. Unlike other common causes of 
property damage, the stricter rules have 
shown that this type of loss can be pre
vented. 

“People are generally better now at 
managing the risks of hot work at work
places. Everyone’s aware that there are 
requirements imposed. There are fewer  
and fewer fires, that’s the big difference. 
We should be proud of that. The Heta 
Arbeten® loss prevention concept is the 
largest Swedish fire loss prevention ini
tiative of the past 30 years”, says Björn 
Wennerholm. 

As the concept was nearing its 25th 
anniversary, the SFPA and insurance 
companies realised that the situation at 
workplaces throughout the country had 
changed. To better meet the expectations 
and demands of the workplaces, they 
decided to modernise, improve the qual
ity and streamline the training. As many 
professional hot work operators current
ly have a language other than Swedish as 
their first language, the training material 
was translated into several languages 
and both the training and the certifica
tion test were digitized. All instructors 
were trained to use the new concept and 
the SFPA improved its data collection 
and analysis of fires caused by hot work 
to better integrate new knowledge into 
the training. 

Part of the success of the Heta Arbeten® 
loss prevention concept is that the base, 
which consists of the safety regulations, 
has changed very little over time. This has 
allowed for continuity and has resulted  
in the concept being well established and 
well known. These days, the SFPA’s Heta 
Arbeten® certification is an essential and 
established requirement for those who 

work will result in a significantly in
creased fire risk. 

A systematic hot-work procedure 
covering what must be done before, 
during and after the work is key to 
managing risk. The procedure should in
clude training of personnel, risk assess
ments, hot work permits, fire watchers, 
etc. A systematic approach will reduce 
the probability of a fire loss considerably 
and hence reduce the risk of a long in
terruption to business, with potentially 
very large consequences for the compa
ny and even the entire group. 

If has hot-work permit forms and 
guidance available in several different 
languages for our clients. We recom
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work professionally with hazardous hot 
work. 

Björn Wennerholm does not expect  
the need for the concept to abate. 

“There’s so much planning and con
struction taking place in Sweden in 2017. 
New materials and new methods give rise 
to new needs for knowledge and risk as
sessments. The Heta Arbeten® loss pre
vention concept allows us to offer exactly 
this. Denmark, Norway and Finland al
ready have similar courses. The insurance 
companies want a controlled system to  
be maintained, namely that the people 
performing these types of jobs have the  
right knowledge and certification. Heta 
Arbeten® has given them this”, con
cludes Wennerholm. ■ 

Anna Karin Källén 
AnnaKar in .Kal len@ 
brandskydds
foreningen.se  

HOT WORK 2016 
– FACT BOX 

Number of active instructors: 778 
Number of active organisers: 433 
Valid certificates: 353,000 
New certificates in 2016: 73,669 

In 2016 there were 
6 instructor training courses 
65 quality assurance inspections in 
connection with training sessions 

mend our clients to use these, or a 
similar management system that is in 
line with safety regulations, such as 
SFPA permit/checklist. 

For further information, you are 
welcome to contact us. 

Contact information is available at  
www.if-insurance.com 

Tobias Widell  
Tobias .widel l@if.se  

Your data matters
 
Data protection 
is more than a 
compliance issue. 
We know you care 
about your privacy  
and respect that. 

O ur business is to pro
tect our clients for all 
events. This also ap
plies to the personal 
information we share. 
We exchange a vast 

amount of personal data with our cus
tomers on a daily basis. It can be any in
formation connected to a person, direct
ly or indirectly. 

There is no difference whether the data 
are private, work-related or online identifi
ers - if they can be linked back to a person. 

The General Data Protection Regula
tions (GDPR) is a new set of rules gov
erning the privacy and security of person
al data laid down by the European Com
mission. The Regulation requires that 
personal data has to be kept secure. 

The rules are very complex and we 
build them into our whole organisational 
culture to manage data safely and more 
effectively, internally and externally. 

They are designed to ensure citizens 
control over how their data is processed 
and used. The basic rules can be de
scribed as: 
• Know what you have, and why you 


have it
 
• Manage data in a structured way 
• Know who is responsible for it 
• Encrypt what you wouldn’t want to  


be disclosed
 
• Design a security awareness culture 
• Be prepared! 
We have worked within national regu
lations for some time and welcome this 
common EU regulation as an opportuni
ty to improve the way we handle person
al information. 

In November2015, If launched a Data 
Privacy Project to ensure that our systems 
are compliant with GDPR requirements. 
The initial phase of the project mapped 
the existing Nordic and Baltic IT systems 
and development projects to identify sys-

E-MAIL 
ADDRESS 

ADDRESSCAMERA 
SURVEILLANCE 

POLICY 
HOLDER 
NUMBER 

REGISTRATION 
NUMBER 
ON CARS 

PICTURES 

NAME 

TELEPHONE 
RECORDING 

ALL KIND OF 
INFORMATION 

THAT DIRECTLY 
OR INDIRECTLY 
CAN BE LINKED 
TO A PHYSICAL 
PERSON THAT 

IS ALIVE 

On 25 May 2018, the General Data Protection Regulation will be enforced 
across Europe. The law provides citizens more control over their data 

and creates a uniformity of rules to enforce across the continent. 

tems handling personal data. The findings 
have resulted in a number of comprehen
sive measures with regard to the deletion 
and/or anonymisation of personal data 
and sensitive personal data.

 Concurrently we established retention 
periods for different information catego
ries, e.g., customer information, claim  
information, insurance policies, prospects, 
and employee information. These reten
tion periods are currently in the process 
of implementation. 

In addition, the project focus is on  
the necessary activities to create and im
plement Data Privacy throughout If’s  
organisation. The purpose is to: 
• Increase the level of awareness 

throughout the entire organisation 
through a mandatory training program 
for both employees and consultants 

• Map and review all business processes  
to ensure that our current manual pro
cesses handle personal data in a secure  

manner and revise and implement 
measures where needed 

• Improve our guidelines and instruc
tions for processing/storing personal  
data other than in IT systems, e.g., 
emails and sharing of files 

Our continuous efforts focus on whether 
that personal data within will remain se
cure and through implementation date, 
we will report data breaches to our super
visory authority and any affected individ
uals will also be notified directly. 

We want you to trust us with your in
formation. In the future – just as in the 
past. Any concerns or questions – do not 
hesitate to contact us. ■ 

Linda Häss 
Linda.hass@if.se  
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Compliance news
 
Non-life insurance can 
be considered to be one 
of the most regulated 
businesses in the world. 

I t is common knowledge that well 
over 140 countries in the world 
do not allow insurance activities 
to exist within their borders un
less a local legal entity has been 
established. In addition to which 

there needs to be a local operational li
cense, the granting of which is subject 
to the legal presence having the required 

solvency capital. This is not the only re
quirement that insurers have to comply 
with. 

Even within European Union, where 
one passport should allow non-life in
surers to provide services cross border, 
there are e.g. mandatory lines that lim
its the options for centralized and flexible 
risk management. Moreover, local stand
ard terms and conditions and many other 
practical issues may also apply. 

If P&C has through own offices and a 
network of international insurance part
ners in 150 countries covered your risks 
all over the world. We also actively search 
out a partner that best suits your needs 
when you enter a market in which you 
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are not already present. Our partners are 
top ranked amongst their peers in most 
markets. 

Insurance premium
taxation (IPT) in European
Economic Area (EEA) 

A major trend in recent years has involved 
the introduction of new and increased 
premium-related taxes. For example, the 
current taxes have meanwhile been in
creased in the UK and France. In addi
tion, the number of tax audits is increas
ing, with clients’ internal allocations being 
reviewed and insurance premium alloca

tion may be dimensioned in proportion to 
cross border insurance solutions. The only 
exemption is Romania, which recently de
cided to decrease the payments applicable 
to locally established insurers. Let us see 
what is announced at the year-end. 

All premium related taxes in EEA are 
calculated, accounted and remitted by If 
as direct insurer (local of cross border in
surance solutions) or our local partners. 

Finland 
This year we have a very 

venting tax avoidance by U.S. taxpayers 
through the use of offshore accounts.  
It entered into force in July 2014. Since 
then well over 100 countries have now 
signed up to Intergovernmental Agree
ments (IGAs) with the US to implement 
FATCA. 

Premium payment from US 
For non-life and risk life insurance (other 
than life savings) FATCA was not a huge 
burden at the beginning. It applied to 

risk premiums paid from 
special celebration: Finn- the US to a foreign entity. 
ish IPT has now 50th an- Based on this US insur“A US source 
niversary. It was supposed ers, brokers and direct risk has a wideto be a temporary tax, but clients have requested 
currently it has the high- definition.” the so called W-8BEN-E 
est overall tax rate in Eu
rope at 24%. It hits all en
tities insuring risks located in Finland. In 
a case the insurer is a third country com
pany (outside EU/EEA), the client be
comes liable to report and pay the IPT. 

Slovakia 
Slovakia introduced 2017 a new 8 % IPT 
which covers all lines of non-life line busi
ness. 

The Netherlands 
The Netherlands has recently issued a 
new law. The most interesting part con
cerns co-insurance as according to Dutch 
legislation the leading coinsurer should 
handle the IPT. In The Netherlands that 
is the case, however, the new law has 
tightened the specific conditions pertain
ing to this. In the Dutch market, how
ever, also the broker may be subject to 
obligations to pay IPT. 

IPT in coinsurance solutions has been 
argued in the industry as some insurers 
consider IPT payment as a liability of the 
leading insurer, others argue for the other 
way around. It is evident, that each coun
try has its own set of rules or the rules 
are silent on this issue. 

Greece 
In recent circular the local tax adminis
tration confirms that tax cannot be paid 
back on return premiums as tax should  
be returned on refunded premium as 
technically it is not due. This practice 
is similar to Italy. 

Foreign Account Tax
Compliance Act (FATCA),
new obligations 

The Foreign Account Tax Compliance 
Act (FATCA) is a U.S. law aimed at pre

form that discloses the 
foreign insurer’s status. 

In the event that no such form is fur
nished, the US withholding agent (i.e. 
local insurer, broker or client) has an 
obligation to withhold 30% from the in
surance premium paid to off shore insur
er. If P&C has naturally delivered the re
quested forms and is therefore compliant 
with FATCA. 

New obligations, US-source risks 
As from the 1st January 2017, the tran
sitional period for the FATCA regulation 
lapsed and it now also applies to foreign 
to foreign insurance premium payments 
in regards to US source risks. A US 
source risk has a wide definition. A quick 
answer is when the insured property or 
person is, or can be, based in the US. 
Currently the London market brokers 
and some US origin brokers have reacted 
to this new rule and have communicat
ed it to their clients and advised their cli
ents to consider with their tax and com
pliance advisors how they may be impact
ed by FATCA. Also a few of the big four 
accounting entities have published letters 
around this issue, especially in the UK. 

If ’s FATCA compliance 
If P&C is compliant and If’s clients / 
brokers can be compliant as well with 
the said amended regulation. Under 
FATCA, all of the If Group’s entities and 
their branch offices are considered to be 
Non-Financial Foreign Entities that are 
subsidiaries of a listed entity. If provides 
W-8BEN-E forms, which disclose and 
prove its status under FATCA on request. 
In order to facilitate requests for the 
receipt of the information, W-8BEN-E 
forms for all of the If Group entities 
are also made available to you online 
if-insurance.com/web/industrial/ 
about/pages/fatca.aspx 

Federal excise tax (FET) 

FET is a tax imposed on insurance premi
um payments from the US to offshore  
insurers: 4 percent on direct premiums 
and 1 percent on reinsurance premiums. 

If P&C has entered into a so called 
closing agreement with IRSD, a US tax 
administration and all of the insurance 
premiums paid to If P&C are exempt 
from this tax based on the US double 
tax treaty with Sweden. 

A list of approved companies and  
countries is published on IRS web pages 
irs.gov/businesses/international- 
businesses/exemption-from-section
4371-excise-tax E.g. Norway and Den
mark are not in the list of eligible coun
tries, but branch offices locating in these 
countries may be covered by the exemp
tion granted to the head office. 

Reinsurers have closely followed the 
so-called Validus case, which removed 
FET from foreign-to-foreign reinsurance 
transactions in connection with the so-
called cascading effect. According to ad
vice received by If, this will not, however, 
remove the FET obligations of direct in
surers or first-layer reinsurers to calculate 
FET in cases where reinsurance premiums 
are ceded to a non-tax treaty country. 

OECD Base Erosion and 
Profit Shifting (BEPS) 

An OECD project to avoid double non-
taxation has proceeded rapidly and is  
important to all international businesses. 
It has raised concerns to export business 
and I’m sure this has been closely fol
lowed by the tax departments. 

The assessment of its implementation 
and importance to insurance business is 
ongoing. The original proposal was even 
stricter in regards to insurance activities 
than the final versions. Perhaps two issues 
could be highlighted at this stage. Firstly, 
it is claimed that the number of registered 
permanent establishments will increase. 
Secondly, as regards international groups 
and captive solutions, even more attention 
needs to be paid to the allocation of in
come. ■ 

Jari  Ostrovskij
Jar i .ostrovski j@if. f i  
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New If RM-library – 
Managing Risks

Together 24/7 
If is enhancing risk 
management services 
by providing online 
support for our 
clients. Irrespective 
of when and where 
you need us, you can 
now get information 
and tools to help 
you in everyday loss 
prevention and safety 
management. 

C onsider a company HR 
manager that has em
ployees in various lo
cations all around the 
world. What to do in 
case of a human-induced 

or natural disaster, in order to get all em
ployees to safety? How about being a new 

risk manager in a Nordic company that 
has factories and other premises in distant 
locations, all over the world? What kind 
safety measures should you follow to 
manage everyday safety and prevent losses 
successfully? Alternatively, think of a com
pany operating with industrial services. 
The employees are in clients’ premises,  
performing varying tasks in various loca
tions. What kind of industry-specific risks 
are there? What kind of safety informa
tion is available to prevent accidents and 
incidents? 

Disasters, accidents and incidents do 
not give warning that they are coming.  
If and when something happens, quick, 
yet well-advised actions are required to 
prevent further harm and damage. Infor
mation, approved and applicable, is also 
needed when managing everyday safety 
and deciding which actions should be 
implemented in order to prevent losses 
and manage safety effectively. 

To support our clients in various chal
lenges in risk management, If has estab
lished an online library. This RM-library 
is a place where we can provide relevant 
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and useful information. This service is new, 
aiming to provide help and advice to our 
clients whenever and wherever it is needed. 

The RM-library has been elaborated 
in co-operation with our clients. It com
pletes our on-site risk management ser
vices by providing advice and tools that 
can be applied independently for success
ful everyday loss prevention all over the 
world. The library is not only a novel and 
evolving service – its groundings have 
been built in cooperation with If’s clients. 

Where did it come from? 
If’s Risk Management Services launched 
an internal project called EB RM Nordic 
in spring 2016. EB RM stands for em
ployee benefits risk management, refer
ring to all of the services that help our cli
ents protect their personnel at work, dur
ing travel and expatriation, and in leisure 
time. The aim of the project was to ex
tend our EB RM services to all If coun
tries in the Nordic region, as the services 
have previously been available primarily in 
Finland. The history of the risk manage
ment service portfolio is linked strongly to 

Finnish workers’ compensation insurance. 
However, there are major differences in 
mandatory personnel insurance between 
countries. We also want to help our cli
ents identify and manage risks that relate 
to travel, expatriation 
and leisure time, in dia can also work as 
addition to those that the place for such“Disasters, accidents
appear at work. In services that the cli-and incidents do not 
addition to accident ents can apply inde
prevention, we also pendently. This kind give warning that
want to promote safe- of a platform helps they are coming.” ty and health, both at us, for example, to 

What do clients 
really expect from us? 
In order to focus the development work 
on the right things, it was decided that 
we will involve our key stakeholders at an 
early stage of the project. The identified 
stakeholders included internal ones, i.e., 
underwriting, sales & client servicing, 
and the claims department. Respectively, 
the external stakeholder interviews were 
targeted to a group of brokers and client 
companies in Denmark, Finland, Norway 
and Sweden. 

The actual interviews charted what 
kind of risk management services the cli
ents would like to get from the personnel 
insurance provider and what the current/ 
forthcoming issues are that the personnel 
risk management service providers should 
focus on. The companies represented var
ious industries, so that the findings gave 
us a good overview of expectations to
wards If. In addition, we got valuable  
information regarding current and forth
coming challenges that clients are facing 
and/or see as emerging issues in person
nel risk management. 

Evolution of the If RM-library 
A major finding from the interviews was 
that the clients expect information and 
support in addition to the approved face
to-face on-site services and consulting. 
The ideal relationship between an indus
trial client company and the insurer was 
described, e.g., as “communication part
ner”, where the role of the insurer is  
rather communication and reflection,  
instead of acting as an authority. 

Based on the findings, it was concluded 
that we need a Nordic media that helps 
to deliver information between If and the 

clients, such that me-

work and at home. 
The project had two main goals, name

ly 1) establishing a truly Nordic service 
model to fulfil personnel insurance, and 
2) enhance the Nordic service portfolio 
with new person risk management tools 
and services that meet the Nordic clients’ 
needs in a holistic way. Within this new 
mindset, it was obvious that the current 
tools and services need adaptation. Sec
ondly, it was clear from the very begin
ning that we need to develop new tools 
and services in order to support various 
needs, in all countries. 

provide support in 
risk management to those clients that 
operate in various locations (consider 
travel risks!) or need just information  
instead of face-to-face service on site. 

What is included? 
The RM-library was originally a project 
spinoff from EB Risk Management Nor
dic. Thus the aim was, during the first 
stage, to focus it solely on personnel in
surance in Denmark, Finland, Norway 
and Sweden. In that context, the RM-
library would and does improve our ser

vice capability while helping the clients 
to have some support in risk management 
irrespective of the time and place. 

In order to serve our clients in a holis
tic way, it was soon decided that the li
brary should be extended to also include 
support for our clients for other types of 
insurance as well. Therefore the library 
will have separate areas for: 
• Personnel insurance types, including 

– travel and expatriation, 
– leisure time, 
– health, and 
– workers compensation 


(where applicable)
 
• Property damage & business 

interruption 
• Marine cargo 
• Liability 

In personnel insurance, for example, the 
library provides self-assessments for the 
companies and travellers, in order to sup
port safe travel and advice in sufficient 
and well-advised actions in case of inci
dents and emergencies. The library in
cludes information and instructions, such 
as hazard info sheets, for loss prevention 
within all types of insurance. The library 
also includes also numerous links to var
ious external sites that provide good in
formation and additional advice for risk 
management and loss prevention. The 
links include both country-specific web-
pages and other sources of information. 

What next? 
The first versions of RM-library have 
been tested internally during autumn 
2017 in order to gather feedback and 
user experiences within If. We have added 
content that our clients frequently look 
for. In personnel insurance, specific inter
est has been paid to meet those expecta
tions that stakeholder interviews and  
other feedback has indicated. The tech
nical structure has been harmonised and 
grouped so that the contents are easy to 
use and manage. Now the RM-library is 
ready to be published externally, to let it 
evolve over time and user experiences. 

As the project manager of EB RM  
Nordic, I want to use the final lines of 
this article as an opportunity to thank all 
interviewees in each country: your input 
is highly appreciated. We want to be bet
ter than ever to manage risks together 
with you, now 24/7. ■ 

Salla  Lind-Kohvakka 
sal la . l ind-kohvakka@if.f i  
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TECHNOLOGY PHOTO: IF
 

A desirable service experience
 
If launched this fall its 
new self-service portal 
for large corporate 
clients and brokers. 

I t is designed to be mobile and 
tablet-friendly and usability ex
perts have been involved from 
the very beginning to make sure 
If will provide a service that is as 
easy to use as possible. 

The New If Login self-service portal,  
mixed with the open web and our co
branded extranets provides the capability 
to show information on all levels, from 
open, to semi-open, to a protected level.  
This means that all persons at a company 

will find useful information from us:  
from the employee who is interested in 
finding needed information of coverage 
for health insurance, to a fire engineer,  
or the payroll officer and of course the 
risk manager. 

“The requirements for a self-service 
system for large corporations is complex 
as it must take into account many differ
ent users with different needs and access 
to information. We must provide a sys
tem that can differ amongst the users on 
many access levels, but still be easy to un
derstand and use. I think we have suc
ceeded in this”, Technology Leader Ana
stasija Krjukova says. 

The New If Login contains all needed 
policy documents, invoices with payment 
status, overview of master programmes, 
reports and several notification possibili
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ties – and more will come such as our  
library service, enhanced information of 
If’s international network, and new risk 
management tools. 

The vision is ‘a desirable service expe
rience’. “This means the users should not 
log in simply because they have to find 
some important document. Our services 
must be interesting, valuable and even fun 
to use”, shares Project Manager Kristofer 
Palm. ■ 

Marianne Wiinblad 
mw@if.dk  

PHOTO: IF
 TECHNOLOGY 

Eye in the sky 

The Norsk 
Folkemuseum 
in Oslo has 
problems with 
heavy rainfall. 
If’s drone group 
has made a 
3D-model of the 
Museun. 

Drones open new 

perspectives within 

risk management.
 

t is summer, but it is pouring I down with rain. Heavy rainfall, 
surface water and flooding cre
ate problems in towns and ur
ban areas. 

At the Norsk Folkemuseum in 
Oslo, cultural treasures have been affect
ed by large volumes of water and flood
ing for two years in a row. Even though 
heavy rainfall and weather changes have 
been subject to much attention in Nor
way and the rest of the Nordic region in 
recent years, water, as an unwelcome visi
tor, is nothing new to the museum. Water 
has been a regular guest over the decades. 

What measures can be implemented to 
minimise the risk of water that yet again 
threatens historical buildings and artefacts 
that are irreplaceable? 

In collaboration with the museum, If’s 
new drone group is thoroughly assessing 
the museum area square metre by square 
metre. A drone is flying steadily in a coor
dinate system above the museum’s stave 
church, courtyard with timbered houses  
and old apartment buildings. The data 
collected by the drone will be used to 
create an advanced 3D model of the area. 
The model may be able to provide some 
answers regarding which measures are  

required to tackle heavy rainfall in the  
future. 

“We’ve only just started using drones 
at If and are currently in a phase in which 
we are focusing on experimenting with 
new areas of application, developing our 
expertise and gaining experience,” ex
plains Cathrine Fjeld Ytreberg, head of 
If’s drone group. In her daily work, she 
works on solutions for mapping and han
dling property damage at companies and 
industrial enterprises. 

No one at If is a full-time drone pilot, 
but this could happen one day. This is be
cause drones can be used in so many are
as, both before and after damage has oc
curred. The Nordic drone group includes 
employees working with risk management, 
claims processing and investigations in the 
private, business and industrial market. 

“It’s not just films and photographs 
from a bird's-eye view that can be useful 
in the work to prevent damage,” explains 
drone pilot Tor Arne Breivikås from If's 
investigation department. 

“We can install other sensors on the 
drone to measure, for example, the pres
ence of gas or take photographs and films 
with thermographic or infra-red cameras. 
And, not least, we can create 3D maps 
and models simply by flying over an area. 
This paves the way for looking at areas in 
which it may be dangerous to enter. We 
have used this type of mapping following 
a major landslide. In this instance it was 
possible to take surveys and calculate the 

mass volume safely, all based on images 
and data from the drone,” says Breivikås. 

In an incident that is unfolding, like a 
flood, forest fire or landslide, drones can 
provide insight that enables the imple
mentation of damage-limiting measures 
on the spot. 

Drone pilot Johan Lunde Wilman adds: 
“In a few years, we may be using small 

drones indoors, for example, in produc
tion halls, in which it could be useful to 
have a good overview from a high per
spective. We have actually already start
ed experimenting with indoor flights,” 
he says. 

Drones are currently being used all 
over the world in risk-management work 
– by everyone from contractors to energy 
companies. Skilled drone pilots fly over 
large industrial plants, bridges and power 
lines, in order to detect weaknesses at an 
early stage and prevent damage. 

Cathrine Fjeld Ytreberg believes that 
the data and visual material collected 
by If’s drone pilots in risk management 
work will provide useful insight for If’s 
industrial clients. ■ 

Sigmund Clementz
Sigmund.c lementz@if.no 
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APPOINTMENTS NEWS EMERGING RISKS CORNER 

How to reduce the risk 
CAN HOT WORK OUTSIDE A WORKSHOP BE AVOIDED? IF NOT, 
YOU NEED A HOT WORK PERMIT SYSTEM 
First, check whether hot work can be avoided. Is there 
a safer method, for instance machining or joining? Is it 
possible to move the object in question to a workshop or 
outside at a safe distance? 

When hot work is undertaken in a non-designated 
area, typically outside a dedicated workshop, it needs 
to be controlled carefully. Combustible materials and 
flammable liquids, dust and waste should be removed. 
Hidden spaces (wooden constructions, ventilation and 
extraction ducts and pipes etc.) should be protected 
if necessary. The hot work equipment should be 
in good working condition and approved, and the 
approved fire-extinguishing equipment in place and 
easily accessible. The sprinkler system should be fully 
operational. 

A Hot Work Permit, unique for one single work project, 
should be issued, in order to control that the work is 
performed as safely as possible. 

HOT WORK NEEDS TO BE CONTROLLED NO MATTER WHO  
UNDERTAKES TO CARRY IT OUT. SPECIAL TRAINING IS  
REQUIRED IN MANY COUNTRIES. 
Note that all hot work, conducted either by own 
workforce or by external contractors, should be 
controlled by using the same strict procedures. 

Personnel, both own and external, who carry out or 
supervise hot work should, in addition to their specific 
skills, have received the necessary safety training, if 
such training is available in the country in question. 
Note that the certificate (“hot work card”) received 
after this training is not a Hot Work Permit. 

WHO CAN ISSUE PERMITS? 
Management should appoint the person(s) who can 
authorise hot work: the fire officer, the maintenance 
manager or comparable. They should have experience 
and training in the risks associated with hot work (e.g. 
the safety training described above) and be of a suitable 
status to ensure compliance with the procedures. The 
issuer of the permit should not be the same person who 
will carry out the actual work. 

HOT WORK  
What is the hazard? 

Hot work constitutes one of the major fire risks in almost all industrial, 
commercial and similar activities. Since hot work cannot always be avoided, 
it needs to be controlled carefully. 

Hot work means construction, installation, fitting, dismantling, repair, maintenance and similar work 
involving the use of an open fire, heating, welding, cutting, brazing, soldering and/or grinding equipment; 
in general working methods that use an open fire or that can generate excessive heat or sparks and thus 
start a fire. Special attention needs to be paid to roofing work. Hot work should never be carried out in 
direct contact or in close proximity to constructions, i.e. roofs, sandwich panels etc., containing combustible 
insulation. 

Local standards apply, but their scope might be too limited or their control measures insufficient. 
Therefore, we advise that you follow the steps described here in order to ensure that your hot work is 
conducted safely. 

BATTERY CHARGING  
What is the hazard? 

Battery charging is a common hazard found in most occupancies. A fire can 
start in equipment on-charge as a result of e.g. a short circuit, which may be 
the consequence of damage to cables, connectors, the charging units 
or the equipment on-charge. The charging of lead-acid batteries can 
also produce hydrogen gas, which is an explosion hazard. 

LOCATING BATTERY CHARGING FACILITIES: 

• Charging stations should be located in a separate 
fire compartment to minimise smoke damage to 
production and storage. 

• If a separate fire compartment cannot be provided 
and battery charging must take place within a larger 
space, the area devoted to battery charging should 
not exceed 50 m², unless sprinkler protection is 
provided. 

• The chargers should be fixed to a secure wall, but 
must never be directly fixed to combustible walls, 
such as sandwich panels with plastic insulation. 

• Battery charging should never be located in an area 
in which there is a risk of explosion, for example 
where flammable liquids are handled. 

SAFETY EQUIPMENT IN BATTERY CHARGING 
FACILITIES: 

• All areas used for battery charging should be 
equipped with automatic fire detection and suitable 
hand-held fire extinguishers. A carbon dioxide 
extinguisher (min. 5 kg) should be provided near the 
charging area. 

• The chargers should be protected against collision 
and the cables should be installed to a minimum 
length and held off the floor to prevent damage.  
A spring-reel for the cable can be provided for this 
purpose (see picture). 

• Improved protection against electrocution from 
damaged electrical equipment can be provided by 
installing a residual current device (RCD) on the 
battery chargers. 

• Where there are large banks of battery chargers in a 
single area, the provision of a single emergency cut-off 
button to the electrical supply should be considered. 

HOUSEKEEPING AND MAINTENANCE IN BATTERY 
CHARGING AREAS: 

• A minimum clear area of 2 metres should be main-
tained around the battery charger and the equip-
ment under charge. This area should not be used for 
storage. 

• Also the area above the charging stations should be 
kept clear of combustible materials, including cables 
and cable trays. Combustible ceiling constructions 
should be avoided in battery charging areas. 

• Regular inspections of battery charging areas should 
be maintained. These inspections should include the 
condition of the charging units and cables. Damaged 
chargers and cables should be replaced immediately. 
Where an infrared camera is available, this can be 
used to identify damaged cables, while they are in use. 

VENTILATION FOR BATTERY CHARGING: 

• Battery charging using lead-acid batteries should 
only be carried out in well ventilated areas. Where 
ventilation is provided by forced extraction, an air-
exchange rate of at least one room volume per hour 
should be provided. In addition, the battery chargers 
should be interlocked with the ventilation, so that in 
the event of a failure in the ventilation, the battery 
chargers will be shut off. 

• Where ventilation is provided by natural air 
movement, openings of at least 400 cm² per 50 m³ of 
room volume should be provided at floor and ceiling 
levels. 

• Hydrogen detectors can be installed in the ceiling of 
the battery charging areas. These can be interlocked 
to isolate the battery chargers when hydrogen is 
detected. 

How to reduce the risk 

HYDRAULIC OILS  
What is the hazard? 

Hydraulic oils are, despite their high flash points, a 
potential risk for a disastrous fire. If oil leaks from the 
hydraulic system under high pressure an oil mist will be 
produced. The mist can easily ignite, and flames from 
the resulting fire can spread over a significant distance. 
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How to reduce the risk 
• Replace the mineral oil with a non-combustible, 

water-based fluid whenever feasible. When 
purchasing a new system, choose one which uses 
such a fluid or consider using electric or pneumatic 
drives, instead of hydraulic ones. 

• Install a sufficient number of emergency stop 
buttons. The buttons need to be installed in 
locations in which they are easily and safely 
accessible in the event of a fire. 

• Install block and bleed valves to the hydraulic 
systems, which are equipped with pressure 
accumulators. In the event of a fire, the operator 
can stop the oil flow from the accumulators to 
the fire instantly by pushing the emergency stop 
button. 

• Provide automatic sprinkler protection for 
hydraulic pump rooms and other parts of 
the hydraulic system. Deluge systems are 
recommended. The use of foam would further 
improve the effectiveness. 

• In less critical locations, an option is to stop the 
pumps automatically if the pump temperature 
exceeds a specific threshold or the fluid level of 
the tank drops. In addition, the areas should be 

provided with automatic fire alarm systems – 
combined with reliable fire compartmentation, 
good initial fire-fighting capabilities and the rapid 
response of the fire-fighting forces, preferably in 
less than 10 minutes. 

• Install hydraulic pipes and hoses in safe places, 
screened off from potential ignition sources such 
as hot surfaces. Provide all of the exposed high-
pressure hoses with pyro-jackets, which prevent 
oil from spraying around if the hose itself breaks. 
Remember that a pin-hole leakage can change 
direction when it hits a surface. 

• Use steel pipes whenever possible and hoses only 
when flexibility is required, not because they 
are easy to install. Under humid and corrosive 
conditions, stainless steel is recommended. 

• Control possible leaks by inspecting the equipment 
regularly. The containment basin should be 
cleaned frequently, and suitable non-combustible 
absorbent material provided. 

• Keep hydraulic cylinders and hoses pressurised 
only when needed. 

• Keep the pump room and all the areas around the 
hydraulic hoses clear of litter and combustibles. 

GLOBAL INSURANCE SERVICE  
with a Nordic touch 
As a client with complex exposures in the Nordic countries or anywhere else in the world, you can benefit from 
co-operation with If P&C Insurance. Read more about the full coverage of international services at our website. 

if-insurance.com 

This Hazard Info Sheet is and is intended to be a presentation of the subject matter addressed. Although the authors have undertaken all measures to ensure the 
correctness of the material, it does not purport to list all risks or to indicate that other risks do not exist. If P&C Insurance does not give any guarantee thereof 
and no liability is assumed by reason of this Hazard Info Sheet as it is only advisory in nature and the final decisions must be made by the stakeholder. It shall 
not be applied to any specific circumstance, nor is it intended to be relied on as providing professional advice to any specific issue or situation. 

Hazard Info Sheets –  
sharing knowledge
 
If P&C has a dedicated 
team of engineers who 
provide guidance on 
risk mitigation in a 
range of disciplines 
and occupations. 

T o share our knowledge 
and facilitate communi
cation with our partners 
and clients, we provide 
Hazard Info Sheets that 
deal with some of the 

risks common to almost any industry.  
The sheets briefly describe the risk in 
question and give clear and easily under
standable advice on how to reduce it. 

You can browse our Hazard Sheets and 
other helpful documents and checklists 
on our website. 

The aim of the Hazard Sheets is to 
spread awareness of typical risks – gener
al information on how to avoid and miti

gate them. We encourage companies and 
partners to distribute the sheets within 
their organizations. The documents can 
be used as discussion materials in morn
ing meetings, published on information 
boards in factories and intranets, or dis
tributed to employees and contractors 
assigned to your premises. 

Hazard Sheets are compiled by our  
expert engineering team to help clients 
of all types better understand the risks 
in whatever industry they are working. 
Among the Hazard Sheets we currently 
hold in our library is the Battery Charg
ing Sheet, which explains why battery 
charging is a common fire hazard. Anoth
er example is the Hot Work Sheet, which 
outlines why Hot Work is a major fire risk 
in almost all industries, while the Hydrau
lic Oil Sheet describes the common risks 
facing hydraulic oil installations. We in
tend to develop our library of common 
hazards, drawing on experience of losses  
that we have processed here at If P&C 
and in dialogue with our partners. Haz
ard Info Sheets are advisory in nature, 

provide a general introduction to risks 
and should not be relied on as a source of 
professional advice on any specific issue 
or situation. Our engineers will elaborate 
on the related topics in more detail with 
our clients, to find the most suitable solu
tions for specific situations. 

Please visit our internet page to see  
if there are any Hazard Info Sheets that 
could be informative for your organiza
tion. The documents will also be availa
ble in our RM-library, and you are wel
come to contact your If contact person 
and we will be happy to provide you with 
the Hazard Info Sheets that you are in
terested in. ■ 

if-insurance.com/web/ 
industrial/riskmanagement/ 
propertyandbusinessinterruptionrisks 

Fredrik Holmqvist
f redr ik .holmqvist@if.dk  
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Internet of things – new visions, new risks
 
Consultant company Gartner defines Internet 
of Things (IoT) as “the network of physical ob
jects that contain embedded technology to com
municate and sense or interact with their internal 
states or the external environment.” 

There could be up to 80 billion devices connect
ed to the internet and each other by 2025. The 
prevalence of wireless connection makes it attrac
tive to connect to the internet all manner of de
vices, ranging from industrial processes to home 
appliances like webcams, refrigerators and smart 
TVs. This leads to unprecedented automatization 
and improved efficiency and also new business  
models and opportunities through enormous 
amounts of data created and collected from all 
these sources. 

This is part of the revolution in digitalized 
information and network-based computing. The 
connectivity will enable mobility, remote control 
and information flow paving the way to new 
applications like autonomous vehicles. 

There is a price to these visions. The connected 
devices form new risks from the individual gadg
ets to cloud services. In 2016 there were several 
denial-of-service attacks conducted also by hack
ing IoT devices, affecting the availability of sever
al large service providers like Amazon, Netflix and 
Spotify. This shows that devices with communica
tion capabilities may have security vulnerabilities 
that could be misused and cause serious harm. 

Besides the manufacturers, also the regulators 
are working on the cyber risks of IoT, but the stand
ards are still undeveloped. It has been said that IoT 
will stand or fall depending on cyber security. 

The traditional liability regimes are also trem
bling. Of course tort law on compensations due to 
injury or damage caused to others is valid, but the 
causal links may be difficult to establish. Currently 
product liability is the responsibility of the man
ufacturer of the physical product. But there is no 
systematic way of handling damage caused in the 
net through other mechanisms. The risks increas
ingly involve financial losses, which makes it even 
more difficult. 

The EU is working on these themes on sever
al levels. The Commission arranged a study on 
whether the current Product Liability Directive is 
sufficient in terms of new technological develop
ments, such as the Internet of things and auton
omous systems. The European Parliament is con
ducting a study on European civil law rules on  
robotics. 

The manufacturing industries or the insurance 
industry have not been so enthusiastic of new reg
ulations or liabilities because of the complexity of 
the issues and uncertainties of the developments. 
But somehow we must go forward and try to sort 
out the new risks and their prevention. ■ 

Matti  Sjögren 
matti.sjogren@if.fi 

peter granlund 
IT Security/IT Risk 


Management Specialist, 

Nordic
 

sven thessén 
Property Underwriter CAR/
 

EAR and Energy, SWE
 

mikael møller-hansen 
Head of Property UW, DK 

christina wiklund 
Liability Senior 


Underwriter, SWE
 

kristoffer reusch tandstad 
Liability Underwriter, NO 

claus forberg 
Liability Underwriter, DK 

henrik karlsson 
Risk Engineer, SWE 
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“As an insurance company, we have 
the privilege of working with the 
digital risks of almost all industries.” 
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